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B. Restatement of Professional Enhancement Opportunity 

 The Association of Teacher Educators (ATE) 95
th

 Annual Meeting, “Advocating for the Silenced: The 

Educators’ Vocation” was held in Phoenix, Arizona, February 13 – 17, 2015. My presentations were entitled 

“Access and Equity for Arkansas Ozark Mountain Preservice Teachers”, “Discover the New Technology Tools 

to Enhance Teaching Online and/or Your Traditional Face-to-Face Classes” and “Utilizing YouTube for Storing 

Videos for Your Online Classes.” Besides presenting in break-out sessions during the conference, I was asked 

to be a presenter, along with a colleague, in a pre-conference hands-on technology workshop. I also participated 

in the Leadership Academy which is a yearly opportunity, sponsored by ATE, to study various leadership styles 

indicative of the local area where the annual meeting is held. The 2015 topic of study was the American Indians 

with special emphasis placed on the Navajo tribes. 

 

C. Brief Review 

 “Access and Equity for Arkansas Ozark Mountain Preservice Teachers” was the title of my solo 

presentation which explained the essentials of the partnership program Arkansas Tech University shares with 

Ozarka Community College and North Arkansas Community College. The objectives of my solo presentation 

were to discuss: 1) methods for interacting with distance learners; 2) techniques for improving class 

participation; and 3) approaches for maintaining high standards and parity for online courses.  This presentation 

connected to the strands “Recruiting and Retaining Quality Teachers, Administrators, and Teacher Educators” 

and “Technology, Equity and Student Engagement.”   

 

D. Summary of Experiences 

 The theme of the annual meeting, “Advocating for the Silenced: The Educators’ Vocation,” proved to be 

representative of the sessions, associations and experiences that supported the conference. One of the highlights 

of the meeting was attending the Leadership Academy and hearing a representative of The Bureau of Indian 

Education, Laura Tsosie, speak on the topic “American Indian Education: Learning from the Past and Planning 
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for the Future.” We also visited the Heard Museum in Phoenix and heard lecturers explain the education 

methods used in the past while showing artifacts and pictures of the native tribes. 

 As a member of the Credentials Committee of ATE, I helped to set up the room and check in delegates 

to the Delegate Assembly. This affords me the opportunity to meet many members of the assembly and to hear 

about the proposals being considered and the issues that are discussed. I hope to serve as a delegate for 

Arkansas in the future. 

 

E. Conclusion 

 My increased responsibilities as a reviewer of scholarly publications, a member of both the Association 

of Teacher Educators (ATE) Planning and Credential Committees, and a reviewer of Early Childhood Programs 

for the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) require me to remain abreast of 

current trends in education and the expectations of national and international university Teacher Education 

Programs.  Additionally, as a member of ATU’s Curriculum Committee, I feel that my attendance proved 

beneficial to Arkansas Tech University in allowing me to improve my skills in writing Specialized Professional 

Association (SPA) Reports.  Furthermore, each experience served to help keep me well informed about Teacher 

Education and current initiatives. 

 In conclusion, when attending conferences, I attend with a broad purpose: first, seeking new information 

to enhance ATU’s Teacher Educator Program and; second, striving to increase my level of professional 

involvement within the national and international academic community.  I feel that my attendance provided me 

with tools to keep ATU’s education curriculum abreast of current initiatives and implementable technology 

enhancements and to maintain parity between ATU’s programs and those of other universities – both nationally 

and internationally.   
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